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LANGUAGE AND ASSASSINATION 

Some aspects of white writers' portrayal of Shaka and the Zulus 
I 

Dan Wylie, Rhodes University 

The range of attitudes towards Shaka in "colonial" writing is wide and 
tangled, but the strongest and moat consistent has undoubtedly bean one ot 
"character asaaaoination". Thia haa varied from the openly vicious (Nathanial 
Isaacs and Elizabeth Watt) through the jarringly ambivalent (Bryant and 
Ritter) to the concealed (Omer Cooper and Thompson). It runs counter to, and 
often in contused company with, the tendency to lionise Shaka1 it permeates 
even the moat recent historiographical ettorta to aoaeoo him "objectively". 

This paper is concerned with recognisable patterns ot languaga-uae in 
the Shakan literature through which aoma common "aasaesinatory" attitude■ are 
expressed. Virtually all attempts to convey the Zulu "reality", inevitably, 
inscribe the individual and cultural identity of the writer aa powerfully aa 
it describes the subject. More accurately, what io inscribed is a certain 
perception of the subject, a mode of thinking about it, which is discernible 
in the manner in which words are choaen, juxtaposed, or deployed in argument. 
I take it ao axiomatic, then, that style, or rhetoric, ia an absolutely 
integral part of any portrayal ot "Shaka", and that any assessment ot our 
primary or secondary sources depends in large part on an asaesamant of the 
heritage, resources and implications of their rhetorical choices. 

There ia no unmediated historical documentation of Shaka'a reign (thia 
io as true of the earliest eye-witnesa accounts' as of James Stuart's oral 
traditions or of the latest research): "Shaka" is in every sense a "verbal 
construct". His "history" consists very largely of legends, or anecdotes, or 
lies, or inventions, rather than what we conventionally think of aa 
"historical evidence" (i.e. statements which we can unproblematically aaaume 
to have a direct representational relationship with "what happened"). His 
portrayal ia conditioned by a plethora of Eurocentric prejudice■, inherited 
concepts, and narrative conventions; his is a "literate• mythology, whoae 
selection of words (and by extension, ■election of alluaion, metaphor, 
sentence structure, tense, narrative strategy, even genre) has ao far hardly 
been examined.: 

I can perhaps sharpen the point with an example. In almost all works 
on Shaka, the origin of hia nBJ11e is diocuaaed aa a kind of synecdochal lena 
through which the question of his own origins - hia birth, exile and acceaaion 
to Zulu chieftainship - is refracted. A "folk etymology• is used to support 
or crystallize the story. In each case the nBJ11e "Shaka" ia translated, and 
into the gap between original word and interpretative translation, the 
writer's predilections are inaerted (this happens with many words, including 
"Zulu", "Gubulawayo•, "Gibixhegu•, and, a more general case examined by 

1 for a sore detafl~ ex•fnetion of Nathaniel ls1ac1 1 s accCM.Slt, for ex.aq,le, see Oan llylf•, 
"Autobiography as Al fbf: History and Projection fn Nathaniel J111cs•1 Travels and Advffltur99 fn ftttern 
t,frlce (1636)", In Currfflt llrltln9, Vol.l, Oct.1991 (forthcmlng). 

2 Unlike some other disciplines, South African hhtorl09rephy hos bttn v-r•lly dilatory In cooing 
to a full awarenes• of fts rhetorical practice. See, for instance, James Clifford and GE Marcus (eds) 
1986: llrltlng Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography (Berkeley: University of California Preu); 
and Paul Atkinson 1990: lhe Ethnographic Imagination (London: Routledge). For a rare South African foray, 
see Christopher Sao.nders 1986: "0ur Pest as Literature: Notes on Style In South African History In English•, 
~lelo XVIII. for a n,ethodology which could be fruitfully applied In t•'- • 'J ,, __ 
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Christopher L Hiller, "Africa• itself'). Thie ie, in effect, a microcoem of 
the proceee which occurs in all tranecriptione of the reality of one culture 
(or the past) into the discourse of another (or the present). 

An ambivalence in the translation of Shaka'e name ie preeent from the 
beginning. Nathaniel Isaacs, without comment, gives two versions, deriving 
it from "Chekery or dysentery•, which hie mother Nandi, the story goes, wae 
eaid to have contracted, eo concealing her pregnancy; and secondly, • in 
Sichuana at leaet", from the word for "battle-axe•.• The first ie cloeely 
aligned with the notion of Shaka'e illegitimacy, which itself, ae William 
WISrger wrote, •forms, and becomes an emblem of, the man";' it ie aleo echoed 
by Ieaace'e allueione to diseaee and insanity in hie deecriptione of Shaka'e 
•symptoms" (264) and the repuleion informing hie innumerable epithets of 
"inhuman, "ineatiable", "deteetable" and eo on. (It ie aleo jettieoned ae an 
etymological source, again without comment, when Isaacs avers that the name 
was changed from Checker to Chaka (269]), The eecond tranelation carriee the 
obvioue connotatione of insatiable warfare; it aleo, incidentally, 
demonetratee the ease with which early travellere traneferred information from 
one tribe to another, tending to see them ae at bottom undifferentiated. 

Except for the plagiariem by D C F Moodie (1888), Ieaace•e 
interpretations vanieh from the literature. So doee Henry Francie Fynn'e more 
plaueible derivation of "looeeneee of the bowele" - with the exception of J 
D Omer-Cooper.• These were overtaken by a more colourful explanation: that 
of the "intestinal beetle". Thie only appears in the literature (ae doee eo 
much elee) with A T Bryant• a Olden Times 1n Zululand and Nacal ( 1929), a 
century after Shaka'e death. In virtually every eubeequent writer,' and in 
conjunction with the "stunted penis" story (also started by Bryant), it ie 
utilieed to eupport new, crudely Freudian explanatione for Shaka'e violence: 
a childhood of belittlement, implied in the "beetle" appellation, fuele 
vengeance and ambition. Thus Huntly Stuart (nephew of Jamee), in hie play 
"Shaka" (1981), hae Dingane mock hie predeceeeor with his "royal BEETLE power 

royal beetle authority"; and Lynn Bedford Hall• s children• s account 
(prudiehly?) euppreeeee the illegitimacy-connection and has Shaka • a young 
bullies uee the term "beetle" merely as insult.• 

' C L Ml l ler 1985: Blank parkness: Afdcanlst Discourse in Frepc;h (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press), 10·11. 

' Nathaniel Isaacs 1836 [1936): Travels and Adventures in Eastern Afdco, Vol. l (Cape Town: Van 
Rlebeeck Society), 45 . 

., \I UOrger 1979: HClothfng Dry Bones: The Myth of Shaka", Journal of Afrfcan Studies, 6/3, 1,1. A 
pfonittrfng but, through neglect, not yet seminal essay. 

• o c F Moodie 1888: The History of the Battles and Adventures of the British, the Boers ond the 
Zulus etc (Cape Town: Murray & St Leger), 395; J Stuart and D HcK Malcolm (eds) 1950: The Diary of Henry 
Franch Fyrv, (PletenMrluburg: Shuter and Shooter), 12; J D Omer·Cooper 1966: The lulu Aftennath (London: 
L.,,_n) adds, vithout explaining: "1hls name which came to be attached to the boy Is synt,ol lc of nuch in 
his l lfe and character• (29·30) 

1 A T Bryant 1929: Olden Times In Zululand and Natal (London: Longman Creen & Co), 48. See also Viola 
Rldgvay 1944: 40; SC Hillin 1948: 12.5; EA Ritter 1955: 16; J Michener 1980: 539; P J Scho..,.,.n 1983: 17; 
II Faure 1986; L B Hal I 1987: 2. To Judge by the testimonies In C DeB Webb and J B Wright (eds) 1976·86, The 
James Stuart Archive, (4 vols, Pfetennar-ft1burg: University of Natal Press), the 11bcetle 0 story did exist 
before Bryant's pol)Ularisatlon of It, having been given In evidence by Jantshi In 1903 Cl 179). Most oral 
accOU"lt■ refer to "itshaka• or, 110re coam:x,ly, 0 1tshati", a "pertfcular disease" rather than• beetle (al 
doff "" Fuze 1979: The Sleet People and Uhence they Came (Pfetennar-fuburg: University of Natal Press), 
45); mat accOU"lts say that the atteq>ted cover-up was made, but do not state that this was the origin of 
Shaka•s ,_ Cl 5, 188; IV 198, 202, 213, 222). One acc<><.nt does make the connection explicit (II 230); 
one oq.,all y eq,hatlcal I y denies It C II 246). Cetshwayo asserted in 1880 that Shake meant "bastard"; an 
alternative word.,., used thereafter, according to his editors C DoB Webb and J 8 Wright 1987: ~ Zulu King 
~ (PleterNrit~burg: university of Natal Press), 3 and 3n. 

1 Huntly Stuart, 1Jr4)l.Cl. play "Shake", first performed at the Foundation Theatre, Durban, 7 July 1981, 
vith Henry Cela II Shaka; ms. In Kill le C~ll Africa library, Ourban, 38. Lym Bedford Hall 1987: Shake: 
Warrior {Ing of the Zulu (Cape Town: Strulk), 2. 
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The importance, in thia context, ia not in the truth of the epithet but 
in how it ia used; thus Charles Ballard, in The House of Shaka (1988), wishing 
to lionize the man, evades the connotations of both the ludicrous and the 
Freudian in the "beetle" atory and givea the meaning of the name aa "break of 
day", •fury", or possibly "firebrand" (citing no source, but presumably 
resurrecting the obscurer derivation of Rev J L D~hne and William Holden'). 
~ccordingly, Ballard auppreaaea the illegitimacy iaaue, aaaerting that 
Senzangakhona "officially• received Shaka aa hie "legitimate aon and heir 
designate by adoption•, and haa Shaka assume the Zulu chieftainahip aa "hia 
birthright", rather than by murder (16). In effect, given the tenuouaneaa of 
the evidence, this tells ua more about Ballard than about Shaka1 it ia of a 
piece with Ballard's overriding concern to place himself on the right aide of 
the modern political fence, to align himself in a kind of "affirmative action" 
with emerging Zulu power: "I sincerely hope,• he writes in hia 
~cknowledgements, "that the interpretation rendered in the following pagea 
lives up to Chief Buthelezi's expectations of a work that embraces a Zulu 
perspective of the Zulu monarchy". 

I have dwelt on this to highlight the manner in which a single lexical 
choice can be incorporated into the writer's ideological stance, peraonal 
affiliation, and awareness of audience. This process of translating a single 
Zulu word into the icon of an essentially Eurocentric posture ia a microco■m 
of the processes involved in moat European inscriptions, whether fictionally 
empathetic or hiatoriographically explicatory, of "the other culture•. It ia 
some broader patterns of these processes I want to deal with. 

The aim here is to propose a tentative terminology for thoae textual 
expressions of attitude, perhaps best termed gestures, which I see aa being 
most widespread in the Shakan literature. I isolate three such gesture■ , 
which I have termed enterrment, layback, and deadlighting. Such a 
"aynchronic" terminology, which to acme extent overrides "diachronic" 
historical variation, ia justified, I think, by the exceptionally high degree 
of incestuous plagiarism, paraphrasing, and unquestioning repetition which 
characterises much of the Shakan literature. 

Because I am viewing these works in a strong sense aa documents of a 
culture, these terms may find applicability to colonial literature more 
generally, but I have not attempted to discover how far this might be ao. Nor 
do I offer my terms as being comprehensive, or conceptually omnipotent or 
normative; rather, they should be viewed as momentary crystallizations of 
cultural gestures which by nature are fluid, protean, and subject to manifold 
qualification. Hence I will range freely over the genres of "history•, 
"fiction•, "poetry", to focus on gestures common to all of them. 

Enterrment 

By the term enterrment - en-earth-ment - I denote a gesture of derogation, of 
dismissal or suppression, which ia expressed by aligning Shaka and hie Zulu■ 
with the earth, that ia, positioning them on a "lower" rung of an implicit or 
explicit hierarchy. 

The manifestations are many-layered. Europe's intellectual heritage of 
the "Great Chain of Being• and, later, bowdler iaed form a of Darwinism, 
polygenist anthropology and literate history, combined in various ways with 
the practical superiorities of numerate commerce, firepower and progreaaioniat 
technology to rejustify the ancient imageries. Blacks were easily assimilated 
to ingrained symbolisms of darkness "below• enlightenment/ lack of 
•enlightenment" ia easily expreaaed in terms of the earth-bound - the atatic, 
the animal, the "natural", the sensual; the sensual is easily sub■umed by a 
puritanical evangelism in the Satanic, and hence the unrestrained, the insane, 
and the simply unintelligible. 

' Ch1rlos llllard 1988: The House of Shoto (Durbin: £.tx,yMI looks), 15. Cf. J l Dl>hne 15S1: A Zulu· 
Kaflr Dictionary (Cope Town: C J Pike); 111111• Holdffl 1566: The PHt and Future of the Kafflr .. CfS 
(london: Paternoster Row), 9. 



one pereietent, broad etrategy ia to enterr Shaka amonget a people who 
themeelvee are conflaced .,ith the landscape. Thie usually takes the form of 
a kind of qualified "Edeniem• - qualified because it is not an Eden in which 
the white writer actually participates. J K Coetzee has argued that a pure 
Eden-myth failed to take hold of the South African literary imagination ae it 
did the American: the white settlers here were rather •apprehensive that 
Africa might turn out not to be a Garden but an anti-Garden, a garden ruled 
over by a serpent, where the wilderness takes root again in men's hearts• - '0 

Shaka ie the symbol of that fear. 

AT Bryant puts it this way in A History of che Zulus: 

out on the grassy plain, amidst the blue forget-me-note and the pink 
gladioli, placidly moved the graz:ing herds, while groups of merry 
herdboye, clad only in the sheen of the setting sun, fluted plaintively 
on their panpipes hard by, as though to say, •sunl goodbye! goodbye!" 
Away in the distance, circles of grass brown huts, each with its 
attendant patch of waving millet, were scattered here and there where, 
had we approached, we should have found the elder folk peacefully 
assembled - busy women in their leathern kilts and swarthy damsels in 
their girdles of fringe, moving artlessly to and fro, while the men 
equatted leisurely about, plying their simple trades of wood-carving or 
baeket-making, little knowing that the angel of death even then hovered 
above them. 

Such was the pleasing idyll that everywhere rejoiced the 
traveller's gaze as he passed through the breadth of Lalaland betwixt 
the Tukela and Kngeni in the year 1810. And with the dawn all this 
picture of living loveliness was to be blotted out. The reign of 
Appollyon [Shaka) would enter in the night and this happy spot would 
become the Armageddon on which the corpses of the wood carvers and 
basket makers would be strewn o'er the plains. Infante would be pinned 
to the backs of their slaughtered mothers, tender trembling children 
would be struck down in their homes, cattle and panpipes would be swept 
furiously from the hillside - bloody devastation would stalk triumphant 
through the land and beautiful peace would die a violent death. 11 

Romantic language of sensual indolence and music in a Georgian landscape of 
levelled, floral luxuriance, in which nakedness is unabashedly paraded and 
labour is blissfully aimless, is reinforced by a sequence of gently tumbling 
relative clause■, present participles, and archaisms, evoking a timeless idyll 
of humana in harmony with nature and each other. Superficially, this is not 
a gesture of enterrment, appearing more positive than derogatory. But Bryant 
deliberately distances the scene: it is panoramic rather than insightful; some 
things we would observe only "had we approached"; the traveller remains a 
hypothetical one, despite the deceptive specificity of "1810"; the views of 

10 
J M Coetzee 1988: \1111-dte \ldting: On the Culture of Letters fn South Africa (New Haven: Yale 

University Prus). Mot thot this attitude was obscnt frao Amer icon writing: os 11ll l lam Bradford wrote In 
16'0 of the early settlers, 1n langauge very close to th■ t of South African ''entf·Edenists": "lt is recorded 
In Scripture os • nercy to the Apostle ond his ship-wrecked cCO"pany, that the barbarians showed them no 
... ll ki~•• in refre1hfng them, but these s■v•sa• (American) barbarians were readier to fill their sides 
full of arrows than othcn,loe. I/hot could they sec but o hideous ond desolate wilderness, full of wild 
beasts and wfld ~---• (~ted in Peter Corn 1989: LJter■ture fn Amedee; An Illustrated History 
[Caabridge: Cad>rfd9e unfverafty Presa)). Cf Isaacs, I 8, 20, 58; also \IF \I Owffl 1833: Narrative of voyagos 
to E•plore thf Shores 9f Soythern Africa, etc (London: Bentley). An l.n'\affled officer of Owen's, writing as 
early a1 1823, was perhaps the ff rat to characterfse Shaka as disruptor of a paradhal land, a utyramfcal 
-.Ster• "1osc "bloody procffdlngs pr0111ised soon to leave the whole of this beoutlful country ... totally 
desolate•. But his practical uperiences prOGl>ted him to scorn the Romantics• vision of beneficent 
prl■ltlvlsa: 

The state of the•• COU'ltrfea, W'lfch have scarcely had any intercourse with cfvflfsed nations, fa 
• direct proof In refutation of the theories of poets and philosophers, who represent the Ignorance 
of tho uvoge H vlstuoua slq,l lclty • his ■iscroble poverty as frugality and t"""°ronce • and hi• 
st14>id Indolence H • loudoblo contCftl)t for wealth. How different ore the hctsl \le ever found 
uncultivated aon • c°"""sltlon of cl.ffllng, treachery, drunkenness and gluttony. (71) 

11 
A T Bryant 1964 (1911·131: ! History of the Zulus ond neighbouring tribes, (Cope Town: Strulk), 74. 



boys "clad only in the sheen ot the setting sun" and of •swarthy damsels" are 
distinctly voyeuristic. The anachronisms ("panpipes"), clich6s and 
stereotypes (the "corpses ... strewn o'er the plains• is a staple ot Shakan 
literature from Fynn and Isaacs onwards) also serve to dislocate the scene 
from a reader's involvement; this is a world altogether whimsical and in any 
case destined to vanish. A taint ot melancholy, as in the "plaintive" music 
and •sunl goodbye! goodbye!", presages the drum-beat of •would" verbs that 
enact the violence and, supported by the Biblical millenialism ot "angel ot 
death• and •Armageddon", imply an inescapeable f atedness. 11 The apparent 
approbation of the idyll, in short, is enclosed in a lexical and stylistic 
envelope which verbalises a dismissal, a burial, and a vicarious nostalgia for 
a world which was not, in any case, the writer's own. 

Similarly, in his magnum opus, Olden Times J.n Zululand and Natal, Bryant 
uses the stereotypical language of popular fiction to enliven an alleged 
incident of Shaka' s reign, in which "natural• sensuality is murderously 
punished: 

one hundred and seventy boys and girls caught in the height of their 
merriment, were hurdled like sheep for the slaughter within the cattle
fold, tremblingly awaiting their doom. Nor needed they wait long. His 
majesty, the personification of death, appeared at the gateway like an 
awful spectre, picked out several tine lade, 'the worst,• ordered their 
necks to be wrenched by their own 'brothers,' then be dragged away and 
beaten by sticks until life became extinct. Attar this tiendish 
prelude, a general and indiscriminate butchery followed ... a happy 
spot on God's earth, a moment before sparkling with youthful vivacity, 
became at once transformed into a hell of moaning and pain; and with 
the golden sunshine as their pall, one hundred and seventy battered 
children, like withered wild-flowers from the veld, were cast away on 
the green. (1929: 640)" 

Again, a paradisal, flowered, green "happy spot" is exploded by the implacable 
doom of an apocalyptic bearer of death, here even more explicitly associated 
with the fiendish and with Hell; again, the theme of a paradisal innocence of 
the young is ruptured by sibling-murder;'' and again, the very language, the 
saccharine hyperbole of the closing metaphors, serves to insulate us from real 
sympathy, 

Bryant's enterrment of the people, as opposed to the place, is more 
clearly revealed in another description of the rape of Paradise: 

The Bantu on the whole are tame and genial savages. But there are 
fighting-cocks amongst the hens, who now and again, here and there 
about the continent, grow fitfully gamy and make the feathers fly. 
1\rnong such game-cocks our Nguni folk were numbered. Those halcyon daya 

12 Thfs fs strongly remfniscent of another alsslonary•s view that Shake was • "scourge of God•, an 
integral pert of Hi• plan to 1tde1olete nations, and 'pour out the vfals of hf1 wrath' upon offending men• 
(Holden 1866: 42). This of course was part of Hold•n•• Justification for his own ulvatlonlst, very like 
the kind of • th•odicy of occupation• which both lnfonned the "mfecane" concept and the pra1111111tlcs of 
apartheid. 

" Doubtless Bryant Is also indulging here in a kind of logographla • a tenn I take frm Thucydides, 
meaning a cotr1)flatfon 11afcned at audience entertafrment rather than truth" (\loodnan, 11:he;toric. 8> • which 
permeates all narrative history and could well be further developed In this context. 

1' This also originates with ls11c1 (269); It Is tq,llclt In this description of the "faulty Paradise• 
fn Charles Eden's 1871 novel, An J,i,edted T ■slc, or, Early MissiOt'I life in Southern Africa (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press), which functions II a prelude to Shaka•• own predations: 

The scene was Indeed 1110st attractive. The swallows skirmed the surface of the lake; flocks of 
guinea-fowl. •• sought refuge fr0111 the h .. t of the plains ... ; the ravens croaked fr- the pl font 
boughs of the weeping-willows; hawks and wltures poised th ... ulves in ■ld·alr, swooping down with 
l t ghtnf ng rapid! ty on th• you-,g cb:kl Ing f ncaut tous enough to stray f rm I u 1110ther .•. ; the green 
■erpent ascended the trees to suck the eggs and devour the you-,g, while the parent birds, uttering 
piercing cries, fluttered round th• •nemy .•. (40·41) 



of the Golden Age ere Dingiawayo first disturbed the idyllic peace 
marked but an interval wherein the aggressive, plundering spirit of the 
race lay for the moment torpid. Once the ancient fire had been by 
oingiawayo re-kindled, then fanned by Shaka to roaring conflagration, 
there was no longer any power to stay the natural impulse of the race. 
One after another wild spirits emerged among the clans, and led forth, 
north and west and south, fierce blood-thirsty hordes, revelling in 
■laughter and destruction ... (446) 

Here the people ae a whole are animalised, their attackers Dimply more so; 
shaka ie aeen merely ae one form of animal life predating another, a •wolf• 
(128), the "king of beast■• (477), a "wild animal" (537), a "hyena• (637). 

Shaka and hie "irresistible" armies are also identified with the violent 
natural force of fire, another persiatent form of enterrment, incorporating 
floods, deluges, storms, and ao on, which deserves a brief digression. 
Isaacs, for instance, atatea that "After a form of government had been 
eetabliehed (by Shaka) recognising all these barbarities, a calm ensued, not 
unlike that which intervenes between the first and last ahocka of an 
earthquake ... • (269). Holden put it even more hyperbolically: "Aa the raging 
volcano vomits forth from its fiery crater smoke, and ashes, and burning 
lava ... entombing villages and cities at its feet, spreading dismay, 
destruction and death around; so, from the mouth of this despot a stream of 
fire was vomited forth ... • (1866: 25). This is not, at bottom, much different 
from Nickie McMenemy's characterisation of Shaka, hovering between dread and 
admiration, as •a moat magnificent product of nature•, a "personification of 
the darkness of earth, of the imperturbability of air in which silver 
lightning sets the sky ablaze, of the revivifying, malleable, fertile-making 
power of water, and the triumphant, unsubduable, all-changing potency of 
fire•." These are not isolated examples; and the metaphors persist into the 
mainetream histories. Thus Shaka unleashes a "wave of bloodshed• (Cory), or 
becomes the ·storm-centre• of the "mfecane" (Eric Walker; Omar-cooper); the 
•upheaval• and •turbulence" caused by a "galaxy of leaders" (Omer-Cooper) i■ 
"cataclysmic" (Davenport), an •eruption" (Ballard). In this way the central 
idea of the revolutionary and irresistible power of the Shakan state is built 
into assessments otherwise quite different from each other. 

To return to Bryant: the •pre-cataclysmic" "Golden Age" evoked in the 
first two descriptions quoted above is, in the last, revealed to be merely a 
temporary hiatus, a period of repression of innate ferocities which are 
capable of exploding anywhere on "the continent• and in any direction - surely 
an expression of projected fears of a resurgence of African rebellion, such 
as that of 1906, through which Bryant himself had lived. More accurately, it 
becomes plain that Bryant invokes a myth of an Edenic state only 
opportunistically to reinforce a notion of revolutionary change, impelled by 
Shaka's personal violence." Indeed, true paradise has no (indigenous) men 
in it at all: the many battles "pollut(ed) the virgin sward with gore and 
putrid corpses ... Such was the coming of man into this hallowed paradise 
where heretofore nature had luxuriated undefiled in unruffled bliss" (380-1). 
Happily, the blacks' inveterate, autophagoua violence, here expressed in the 
metaphors of disease, creates a "No-Man's-Paradise" (237, 390) into which the 
white man opportunely arrives: "anon this most beautiful and fertile garden 
in all South Africa, this Black Man's arcady smiling, century long, in the joy 
of peace and plenty and perpetual sunshine, had becom~ transformed into a 
aullen and desolate waate, and into this wilderness, in the nick of time, two 
atreams of colonizing Whites, from east and from west, had as suddenly walked, 
and taken poaeession• (236-7). 

Arguably, Bryant i• hare turning his characteristic sarcasm against the 
whites: the "No-Man'e-Paradise" is •all a mirage, an illusion", the thousands 

"Nickle McM- 1973: !llnili (London: Macmillan), 62, 66. 

" Elsewlere, contredictortty, lryent adulates Ofngiswayo for bringing peace to • far•fror1•Edenlc 
•tla.ll tuous and dfslntqrated mass of huaanf ty• who are 11powerless and u,prOOJCt ive, bf!c■use of cont fnuously 
... sting their thought and enerll)' on fighting uch other• <96·7). 
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ot inhabitants were "in being ell the time, unseen, in hiding or in 
captivity", and soon making their unwelcome presence felt (237). Bryant is 
not above pouring vitriol on hie own party (eg. 78, 162, 297, JOO, 563, 580) -
within limits, 

The history of modern European colonization among primitive peoples has 
proven beyond all gainsay that, where the White man wills he goes; that 
with him still might is right.... this arrogant, greedy, lawless 
element struts over the face ot the globe, dioturbing all, molesting 
everybody, in its insatiable lust tor further lande and further wealth. 
(235) 

Thie eounde precociouely "liberal", but it ia framed as a tentative hypothesis 
( "eomething ot the Black man' e criticism . . . might run aomewhat on these 
linee"), and quickly elipe into a revelation ot Bryant'e underpinning 
hierarchy: 

To be eure, the Black man ie not one whit better; but when the White 
man descends to do as the Black man does, he thereby lowers himaelt to 
the Black man• e level and can claim no other juatitication tor hi■ 
deed■ than that conferred by the Black man'e ■anctiona. For, attar 
all, that might ia right la a law of nature; but of nature at it■ 
loweet, brutish etage, not ot that higher and nobler nature which is 
enlightened by reason, guided by conecience, and ruled by a recognition 
of altruietic duties and reeponsibilities. (235) 

Thie invokee the threat of "going native" - another geeture of enterrment -
of becoming, like Shaka, "arrogant, greedy, lawleee". Shaka 1s that man 
"reverted not to the eavage, but to the brutieh stage" (648)1 the archetypal 
"armed burglar" (236) and the real propagator of imperialistic violence. So 
Bryant goes on ingenuously to exonerate the Natal whites altogether: 

The acquisition of Natal by Briton and Boer was not, we are happy to 
state, accomplished by such methode - in the last inetance... The 
Natives of Natal loot their fatherland largely owing to a 
misunderstanding and a mischance (I). (236) 

Bryant continues to place himeelf and hie culture on the moral high ground, 
so enterring "the Other", with a palpable defenaiveneee. In effect, he 
postulates a kind of "reconetructed Eden", built by hard European work and 
suffused with Christian values. 17 Bryant• e withdrawal from ineight and 
empathy here has everything to do with the language of clich6d, formlees, 
exaggerated violence with which he inecribea the Zulu, the language ot all 
aubaequent popular literature (to which, until recently, Shaka has almost 
uniformly been confined; the very choice of ,genre is a geeture of enterrment) . 
Elizabeth Paris Watt'e novel Febana is paradigmatic: 

All the torture and damnation of hell itself rent the shuddering night 
as human fleeh and blood in searing anguish ran this fearful race ot 
death ... No words at the command of civilized man could describe the 
horror ot all that followed ... the awful bloodehed, the wild mingling 
of battle-criee, the ecreame of hate and fury, the groans of anguish, 
the massacre and revolting mutilation." 

11 Thfa was lsa ■ca's vfew, too, as evfdt:nced by hfa repe■ted assesSfflf!l"'ltl of the landscape fn tenns of 
Its agricultural potential, "rich In ver...,re ard lack(lngl only the art and lnciJstry of civilized onen• <26; 
cf. 57, 111, 149 etc); the re,,edy •prescribed against Africa's Insidious cor"-"tlons was cheerful toll• 
(Coettee, Uhfte Udtfng~ 3). 

11 El lzobeth Perl• 1/att 1962: ~ (London: Peter Davin), 128. The conjunctions of various 
enterrments are exposed with startling clarity In D J Darlow•s 1937 epic poe,o "Tshaka: King of the ANzulu■, 
fn African H5roe-s (Lovedale Press): 

\lhat words are there to tel I of deeds of blood? 
L 1k• a great torrent after wets of rein 
The Zulu ,,.,., s~pt across the land, 
A ruthless desolation. Those "10 fled, 



Thi• kind ot di■missively unindividuated description still echoes through the 
hi■torie■: in Leonard Thompson's A Hiscory of Souch Africa women and children 
are ■till "massacred" with "unprecedented ferocity• in a "reign of terror•, 
the land■cape "littered with human bones• in the Zulus• "zeal for conquest"." 
Thompaon•• "despotic and capricious" Shaka is still the centrepiece of this 
"internal" development, the history of this characterisation itself being 
intimately related to the ultimate enterrment of relegating the Zulus to the 
underworld. In Watt, Shaka is "Satan himself hearing the hiss of hell' e 
flame■ and the dying agonies of the damned" (130), echoing Ieaace'e 
duplicitou■ "monster• and Bryant's "Satanic majesty" (1905: 49), "devil" 
(1929: 532), and •arch-demon ot iniquity• (1964: 98). 

Perhaps most importantly, Watt explicitly states the incapacity of her 
"civilized" language to accommodate the Zulu reality - hence the resort to 
clich6. Ae Russell Martin has noted, this syndrome begins with Isaacs' e 
■truggle •to devise a suitable language that will convey hie apprehension ot 
an hi■torical figure and a society, utterly outside hie own and hie audience's 
experience and understanding"."' Hence, for instance, Isaacs• e statement that· 
Shaka • finally eucceeded in e■tabliehing a sort of Zoolacracical form of 
government (it I may so term it, for I do not know of anything resembling it 
in either ancient or modern history), a form that defies description or 
detail" (269), and his more ambivalent withdrawal from the effort to describe 
Shaka' ■ atrocitie■ •too harrowing to be narrated" (266). Similarly, William 
Holden noted that "those who have written about (ShakaJ have laid the English 
language under contribution in order to find suitable epithets to describe hie 
horrible and revolting conduct" (1666: 9), adding, "No language can describe 
the fr&ntic joy of the conquerors: their hideous yells, their vociferous 
songs, their savage delight, exceeded all bounds" ( 23) . This is echoed a 
century later by Brookes and Webb, for whom the suffering caused by Shaka is 
"almoet indescribable" (1965: 8). 

In effect, language-use enacts those "bounds", constitutes a "pale" 
beyond which Shaka and the Zulus are linguistically banished, in its extreme 
form to a realm of utter incomprehensibility. The Zulus are reduced to a 
"blank darkness•, to use Killer's title, the ultimate form of the negatives 
■o commonly used - unrestrained, irredeemable, insatiable, inhuman, and so on. 
In a broad sense, this is one ot the preconditions developed for white 
narratives of Africa, as Edgar Wallace wrote: "There are many things that 
happen in the very heart of Africa that no man can explain ... a story about 
Africa must be a mystery story"." Thus, for Bryant, "The Bantu character is 
one to us not easily analyzed. It is largely a study in contrasts; one may 
say, even in paradoxes• (1929: 156). Shaka is the epitome of this 
indecipherability: "But who shall fathom the devious ways of Shakan 
diplomacy?" (219), His •caprice• and "deviousness• is thus seen as iconic of 
a general incomprehensibility inherent in "the Bantu character" (itself a 
reification which writers "observe" and "study" while simultaneously 
inscribing its impenetrability); this caprice serves as a cornerstone of 
historical explanation right up to, as already noted, Leonard Thompson. 
Brooke■ and Webb, again, attribute to Shaka •complete unpredictability", then 
in order to circumnavigate the threat to a logical historical explanation this 
poee■ , re■ort to a neat tautology: "To reconcile these conflicting qualities 

In earnut of the flood worked their revenge 
On "'1ho withstood them; ruin everywhere; 
Behind the host the wolve1 devoured the slain, 
0091 that trotted at their •sters• heels, 
Hounds of Hell obedient to fiends, 
•-Ing th' Inferno 1leverlng with joy. (40·41) 

"leONrd Thoq:,son 1990: A History of South Africa (New Haven: Tale University Press), 83·86. 

"' S R J Martin 1982: "lritlsh INges of the Zulu c.1820·1879", "'!)Ubl. Ph0 thesis, University of 
Cmbrldge, 51. 

21 Ouoted In Dorothy H--.:1 and AIU Jablow 1970: The Africa That Never I/as: four centurlH of British 
writing about Africt (New York: Two~), 107. 
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is difficult except by the assumption that Shaka, like Napoleon, considered 
himself above morality, responsible to none, and free from ordinary 
restraints" (1965: 11-13). This is the historiographical version of 
HcMenemy's fictional gesture of simultaneous repulsion, mystification, and 
enterrment: Shaka is finally "neither good not evil1 more, he was a 
personification of that affliction which life produces now and again, an 
impersonal product of nature• (19731 73). 

In this context of numerous, interlocking and mutually reinforcing sub
species of enterrment, it becomes clear that a certain type of discourse ia 
being more or less explicitly privileged, one expressed in terms of a 
distinctively Western logical structure of cause-and-effect, classification, 
judgement. This is inscribed, for example, in Isaacs'& faintly ambivalent 
condemnation of Shaka as a "giant without reason" (269) ·- a judgement 
consonant with and dependent on the views expressed in his Introduction. 
There, Africa is characterised as •vast", "trackless•, and "impenetrable•, 
full of "wild", "noxious• and "ignorant• people; Isaaca•a ideal explorer's 
task is to achieve an Africa "accurately described", "delineated", and 
"minutely investigated" by a •general and comprehensive" mind, resulting in 
a "stock of information" "elaborately and clearly laid down• (xxiv-xxxii): the 
reconstructed Eden, again. Thie ie the kind of discourse privileged by 
Bryant, who repeatedly relates oral traditions in a wickedly sarcastic vein, 
only to revert triumphantly to his own conception of adequate historical 
explanation. The same io true of Watt's historical novel, in which a good 
deal of very precise documentary research into the whites• activities, 
expresoed in the unvarnished style of the serious researcher, is dramatically 
juxtaposed with the virulence of the Zulu scenes. 

If broad implications can be drawn from all this "enterrment", they may 
be seen on two roughly congruent, superimposed planes. On one plane, a 
complex European mythology of an ambivalent Edenism permits the use of a 
particular iconography of suppression which is essentially a psycho-cultural 
attitude towards the Zulu; it is the kind of iconography which has always been 
used by colonials in everyday life to justify and empower the practice of 
political control. The animal, the demonic, the la:r:y, the static, the 
irrational and the incomprehensible are categories everywhere used to 
establish the overlord identity of a people wishing to project themselves as 
humane, pious, vigorous, progressive, rational and knowledgeable. 

The second plane is the linguistic manner in which that ■tance i■ 
described: the same broad division is re-enacted in the styles and structure■ 
of literary works. "For instance, in virtually every historical work on 
Shaka's reign, the account begins with a more or less static description of 
"Nguni society• as it ·stood" before the Shakan "revolution"; then "history• 
proper begins, coinciding, of course, with the advent of written records and 
the possibility of reconstructing a sequence of explicably linked event■. 
This is the case even with recent works deliberately aimed at rehabilitating 
Shaka, such as Louis du Buisson'& The White Xan Cometh and Charles Ballard'• 
The House of Shaka. Of course the lack of written records is in part 
responsible for this, given that this is just what "history" haa come to 
comprise. But there are virtually no written records for the "state" of pre
Shakan society either, and I suggest that the stylistic and ■tructural 
antinomies are equally the result of the received, centuries-ingrained 
"iconographies of enterrment•.n 

n Thus du Buisson 1987: The llhite Han Cometh (Lorden: Jonathan Cape) wrltn: 

Zululard was a vast natural paradise, one of the 1110st fertile on Hrth ... a couitry with a gentle, 
generous climate devoid of extremes ard with all the anl1110ls of crHtlon Intact, pursuing their own 
evolution. 

lneludln<1 homo oplens . 
... They were settled In thriving, self·sufflelent c.......,itles who lived such an orgenlc 

existence on the face of the 1,n•drenehed landscape that they left no trace of their passing • ... 
unwarl Ike, f..,• loving ard hospitable, they I lved In ha,._-,y with their neighbours ard when 
confl lets arose they were settled In the gentlHt possible way. (17) 

Note the odd collocation of "creetfonu and 11evolutfont1, the alight distancing in "homo sepftns ... like 
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I illuatrate the point with a final knot of examples. A structural 
partition between ·ethnographic observation" and "historical narrative" begins 
with Isaac■ , who, in the convention of the day, appended hi.a notes on customs 
and practice■ to the end of his work. Notable ill his intensive use of stative 
verb• and posae■aivea: 

They are, doubtless, Che mosc extraordinary people in existence, it we 
look into chair peculiaricies of characcer, and it ia difficult to 
determine whether we should pity their ignorance or guard against their 
duplicity; for although they are proverbially in a state of perfecc 
si.mplicity, yet Chere is a cunning about them, and an irrevocable 
deaire for indulging in all their savage propensities ... (II 243) 

Thie i• a good example of what Johannes Fabian has termed "the ethnographic 
present". As Fabian points out, this is another form of distancing, since the 
uae of the present tense strongly implies a present speaker and hearer, a 
"dialogic situation" from which the subject (here the Zulus) are in effect 
excluded; they are denied both "peraon-neas" and an evolved and evolving 
poei tion in time. Furthermore, the ethnographic present "presupposes the 
givennese of the object of anthropology aa something to be observed". n 
"Anthropological" knowledge ia privileged; the Other is enterred. 

Similar traces of this structurally differentiating gesture of 
enterrment can be found in the mainstream histories, even one like omer
COOper • a The Zulu Aftermath, which explicitly states that the pre-Shakan world 
wa11 "far from idyllic" (1966: 21). Times were still "relatively peaceful", 
by contrast with the "anarchy" which Shaka, working with "forces which had 
been gathering strength over centuries• (2), unleashed in the 1810s. While 
Omer-Cooper's historical explanations are certainly more sophisticated than 
most of his predecessors', he still demonstrates a tendency to attribute an 
essential stasis to pre-Shakan society: "the southern sub-continent seems 
usually to have evolved at a slower pace than the rest• (2). This more muted 
"Edenism" is inscribed in what might be termed an "ethnographic past": 

Administrative authority in the tribe was distributed between the chief 
and a hierarchy of subordinates. Depending on its size, the tribal 
territory was divided into a number of sub-divisions, provinces and 
districts. Each of these was under the authority of a sub-chief and 
where the tribe was large there might be a two-tier system ... All the 
important subordinate chieftaincies were normally held by close 
relatives of the chief.(17) 

Phrases such as "where the tribe was large there might be", and "normally", 
admit of the possibility that "Exceptions to this might arise", but 
essentially this is the language of Western categorization and normative 
anthropology which would regard any deviation from it as aberrant. The use 
of the preterite, effectively distancing the subject, thus comes close to that 
"narrative past" characterised by Roland Barthes as "part of a security system 
•.. one of those numerous formal pacts made between the writer and society for 
the justification of the former and the serenity of the latter".~ This same 
gesture, as Shula Marks has pointed out, commands the account in The Oxford 
History of South Africa, in which the "pre-colonial history of the black man 
hae been relegated to an anthropologist, and is handled in wholly static, a-

lallard, C1J Buisson does not entirely escape the perceptual stranglehold of his white sources. Cf. also 
Peter locker 1962: Path of llood CHa.-.:,ndsworth: Penguin), 22·27; Desmond Horris 1966 (1968 ednl: The 
\lfshinq of the serars (London: Sphere), 22·39 ("These, then, were the Kafffr1 ... an afr1less people, happy 
and careleu, with little HNe of ti• and less of purpose"); Ballard 19M: 13•14. For a survey of 
hiltorfogrephy on pre·colonf■ l South Afrfc■ , noting more recent bturrings and transcendences of these 
attitudinal rifts, see Johel'Ylea de Bruyn 1984: .. The 'Forgotten Factor• sixteen years later: some trends In 
historical writing on precolonlal South Africa", Klelo 16, 34·45. 

n Johames Fabian 19al: Time and the Other: How anthropoloqy mokes Its oblect (New Tork: Coh.m:>ia 
University Presa), 80, 87. 

"Roland Barthu 1953: lldtlng Degree Zero (1987 e<t,. New York: Hill and llang), 32. 
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historical terms" (1981: 300): Monica Wilson states, for example, that "the 
manners of 1686 are those of the same countryside nearly three centuries 
later".2> 

It may only be through this kind of analysis that we can come close to 
explaining why, even in a book like omer-cooper'a, which argues that Shaka'a 
violent revolution had its positive corollary, lnaamuch as the formation of 
larger states omer-Cooper regards as good by definition, a perceptible 
repugnance la revealed in the language he uses to describe the changes, a 
diluted form of that diction of predation, rape and aberration used by Isaacs 
and Bryant: "ravenous hordes of pillagers" threw "peaceable tribes" into 
"turmoil and confusion" (3), "accompanied by carnage and destruction on an 
appalling scale" in which "whole tribe■ were massacred" (4); Shaka'a armies 
"ravished" others• territories and inflicted "monstrous sufferings• on his own 
(41). As we have seen, traces of this language persist in the historiography 
as late as Leonard Thompson's A Hiscory oL Souch Africa. 

Two final points can be made. Firstly, the whole concept of the 
"mfecane" - as a kind of subcontinental, endemic autophagla" - la, in this 
perspective, as much the result of the myth of a destroyed paradise, 
constantly reinforced by the fear of renewed deatruction of the reconstructed 
idyll, as it la the result of actual evidence. Thie is inscribed in numerous 
ways in the language of the overlord• a judgemental lam (enterrment). Secondly, 
of course, the concept (and whatever concepts may arise to replace it, 
including those in the present study I) itself la the inscription of that 
logician• a dlacouree of cause-and-effect, explication, categorisation, and the 
representational word which, in the end, may conceal a■ much as it reveals. 

Layback 

When Nathaniel Isaacs, in a rare moment ot self-reflection in his Travels, 
acknowledges his "anomalous description of Zoolaa - savage yet hospitable" (II 
102), he la not merely balancing two irreconcilable facets and leaving the 
judgement to his narrates. Embedded in massive derogation and undisguised 
Eurocentriam, this momentary "admission" is more likely to be just another 
reification of the incomprehensible. This is not to deny that there is a 
genuine inner tension here, but the actual manifestation of the tension, when 
placed in context, serves rather to reinforce the Eurocentric foundation of 
the discourse itself. 

The Shakan literature is riddled with ambivalences, contradictions, and 
paradoxes: admiration vies with repulsion, derogation with lioniaation, 
ethnographic insight with Eurocentric judgement, aaaiduoua fascination with 
practical oppression. Doubtless a good deal of this is simply unavoidable in 
any kind of cross-cultural discourse. Some of it, however, like the example 
from Isaacs here, is more than simple equivocation; it actually functions, in 
a more backhanded way than enterrment, to promote the interests of the writer 
and his group. For this gesture I offer the term layback. 

The word is derived from rock-climbing; it describes a technique used 
to climb a vertical crack in a chimney, in which the feet are placed against 
the rock and push outwards, while the hands, inserted in the crack, pull 
inwards; by the friction and tension thus achieved progress is made upwards. 
In the textual context to which I now transfer it, it denotes an inner tension 
or ambivalence, used within a single narrative gesture to reinacribe an aspect 
of Eurocentriam; for this reason I will isolate it largely among stories told 

" Shula Marks, "Towards a People's history of South Africa? Recent Developments In the Historiography 
of South Africa", In Raphul S-.el (od) 1981: People's History or-cl Socialist Theory (London: Routledge), 
300. Konica 11ll aon ar-d Leonard Thorrpson (eds) 1969: The O•ford History of South Africa, Vol. I (Oxford), 
129. 

,. I .,. romlr-dod Irresistibly here of HacGfllray•s 1790s cartoon of comlbollstlc French revolutlonorlu 
( f tsel f echoing the many, probably 1pocryph1l but widoly•ropootod stories of Zulu• ird.cod connlbol isa; IH 
eg. Th°""son 1990: 85). Such iNgery c1mot clrcul11e without on anolonce of utr...., •onophobl1 and 
11superfori1t" revulsion. 
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of shaka ( ■torie• of which even the "hiatory", or perhaps more accurately, the 
"biography" of Shaka almost wholly consists). 

The layback gesture is frequently made quite plain. For instance, when 
viola Ridgway characterizes Shaka in her novella as "the cruel Brave", this 
is not merely the inscription of an unresolved paradox. It is already the 
diatillation of numerous illustrative anecdotes; the adjective "cruel" has 
already been laden with judgement. In its context, the epithet serves as the 
touchatone for the assertion of the writer's own values, which are kindness, 
even-handed justice, restraint. Much the same can be said of the antithetical 
motion of approbation contained by "Brave". Ridgway happens to make this 
explicit in her very next lines: 

If these stories from the life of Shaka have softened the old ideas of 
thia great leader, and brought the reader a deeper understanding of his 
faults and his greatness, they will not have been written in vain. 
Perhaps, some day, there will be another leader among the black men, 
with Shak.a' s genius for leadership and organization, tempered with the 
democratic ideas of the white man for trade, scientific cultivation of 
the soil and development of the wonderful inventions of the modern 
world, a leader who will believe in the doctrine of "Live and let 
live," with mercy and justice for all. 27 

The echoea of Isaacs'& agricultural Eden and the missionary stance of the 
nineteenth century are clear here: "leadership and organization" are primary 
virtuea, atructured by science, technology and the tolerance of a democratic 
judiciary. The "deeper understanding" of Shaka, ostensibly Ridgway"& 
objective, is not in fact to resolve or explain the antinomy of "cruel Brave", 
but to exploit it in the inscription of a European world-view. Neither the 
Zulu chieftain nor hie people are viewed as whole or are accorded their own 
voice, instead, approved aspects - "the one who never allowed a worthy man to 
go unrewarded" ( 95), the •genius", and so on - are split off, while the 
condemned aepecta are attributed to, say, an unexplained "madness" (87, 89). 
Thie achizoid quality, it needs hardly be added, arises from an interpretation 
founded on a writer-centred adherence to values irrelevant to the Zulus 
themselves: the split attributed by Isaacs and hie numerous clones to the Zulu 
character and thence epitomised by Shaka is inherent not in the Zulu but in 
the colonial mind, in what Abdul JanMohamed has termed a "Manichean 
allegory"."' 

Few writers, especially the more recent, are so blatant. But the 
tension of this kind of layback is present in, for instance, Brookes and 
Webb' e history of Natal, which has the same schizoid undercarriage: "the 
qualitiea of the Zulu at his beet are the qualities so fearfully taught in 
Shaka"e blood-stained school - aubmieeion to authority, obedience to the law~ 
respect for superiors, order and self-restraint, civic duty" ( 1965: 14). • 
Terror and blood as instruments of this education are condemned, but the 
valuea attributed to it are precisely those "taught•, by precisely this 
proceea of fear and bloodshed, to the subject black peoples by white 
authoritiea. 

27 Viola Ridgway 19,6: Stories Fr0111 Zulu History: lzlndobe ukwazulu (Pletennariuburg: Shuter end 
Shooter), 95. A lryant clone. 

"' Aldil R Jarl4ohemed, •Th• Econon,y of Hanichean Allegory: The f<n:tlon of Racial Difference In 
Colont•ltat Lfter•ture" In Hfflry Louis Cates Jr. ed .. 1985: 11Rece" \lrltlng end Difference (University of 
Chicago PreH), 78·1D6. "lle can better understand colonialist discourse, It seems to me, through en 
analysis that Nps Its ldeol09lcal flllCtlon In relation to actuol l°""rlallst practices. Such an 
u•INtlon reveals that any evldfflt •anolvalence• h In fact a procu:t of del lb<!rate, If at times 
11.bc:onsclous, 1-rialist ~licity ... • (80). 

3 Thf1 was fn fact plagfarhed almost verbatirD from Bryant: "Strange, but true, this Shake wea as 
aublf• • a,ral teac.her as Nrtial genius. Si.baissfon to authority, obedience to the low, respect for 
ll.prfora, order and aelf·restrafnt, fearlessness ■nd self·sacrfftce. constant work ond cfvtl duty. Jn• 
word, all the noblest disciplines of life were the very foundatlon·stones upon which he built hla nation. 
So rigorously enforced was the llfe·long practice of all these excellencies, that he left them all a 
apontaneo..a habit, a second Nture, amongst his people" (1929: 6'1). 

) 

) 

) 
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A particularly convnon apeciaa of anecdote which embodiea my notion of 
layback involves the meeting of Shaka with items of European technology. 
There are numerous atoriaa (many convnon to all colonial literature■), 
involving mirrors, madicinaa, Mr Petersen•• music-box, the figurehead of the 
wrecked veaaal Hary, firearms, writing, a knowledge of astronomical phenomena, 
and ao on. In almost all caaea, what la auparficially told at the expenae of 
the white man reveals an inner tension which, on examination, rebound■ to 
promote the white over the black. 

Almost all thaaa gaaturaa of layback are underpinned by the promotion 
of particular apeciaa of logic, of the •acientific" thought-procaaaaa and 
modes of axcpraaaion which are by definition opposed to irrationality, 
•superstition•, or unintelligibility. The underlying attitude ia unconcealed 
in the earlier texts. Isaacs, for instance, makes no effort to hide his 
derision even when apparently battered in argument, aa in this exchange 
between Isaacs, Shaka, and a Portuguese man: 

(Shaka) then asked me to fight with the Portuguese, but I told him 
that, although our nation had conquered the Portuguese, we ware now not 
only at peace with them, but ware by treaties their protectors ... 

"Wall," said ha, "what need you care? rou have once conquered, 
and may conquer again.• My Portuguese new acquaintance eat all this 
ti.me and heard our conversation with concealed chagrin, and swelling 
with rage; but when we had left the presence of Chaka, we both laughed 
at the vanity of the savage. (I 60) 

The implicit agreement between writer and narratea in this telling la that 
open derision ia aa acceptable to the narratea aa it was to the white 
protagonists. The story la really designed primarily to reaaaart the 
aupariority of European morality over Shaka'a unbridled violence. The aame 
comfortable derision informs Isaacs• a other stories of Shaka • a encounters with 
madlcinea, firearms and mirrors (eg.90, 93, 236), which became ataplaa of the 
dramatisation of this culture-contact. Similar, though laaa arrogant, ia 
Fynn'a story, also frequently repeated, of Shaka'a encounter with purgativaa 
supplied by Petersen, one of the whites• financial backers, 

During my (Fynn'a) abaanca Mbikwana informed Shaka that Kr Petersen 
also had medicine. Kr Pataraan was requested to produce it and atate 
its virtues. He produced a box of pills which ha said ware good for 
all diaaaaea and strongly advised Shaka to take two. The King took 
four and giving one each to four chiefs, made them swallow them. Kr 
Petersen was also desired to take four. Mr Pataraan after vainly 
endeavouring to convince the King that four ware too much for one 
parson was reluctantly compelled to swallow the four .... The King now 
swallowed two and ordered Mr Petersen to keep him company. Thi• Kr 
Petersen peremptorily refused to do, but the King inaiating, and the 
chiefs adding the praaaure of the argument that one who racOll'lllended 
medicines should not rafuaa to take them himself, Kr Petar■en waa 
compelled to swallow two more, that la, six in all. The conaequancaa 
of this to a person of 63 doaa (ale) not require to be explained in 
detail.'° 

All the alamanta of subsequent stories of Zulu encounters with white 
technology are present hare. Fynn laughs at his companion's predicament, the 
white man is apparently overcome by "native logic". But throughout there 
peraiata an awaranaaa that it la Shaka who la miainterprating the nature of 
the medicine, ia being characteristically unrestrained; connant on the 
purgatives' effects on Shaka himself ia conspicuous by ita abaance1 and Fynn 
auggaata in an alternative version that it was "fear•, rather than logic, 
which forced Pateraen'a hand (79). 

Other stories, such aa that of Shaka beating King by forcing him to band 
his house-building nails on a place of ironwood, or demonstrating the 

'° J-• Stuart and o McK Malcol■, eds 1950: The 0l1ry of Henry fc,ncls fyro (Plete,...rltzburg: Shuter 
and Shooter), 79n. 
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impossibility of a round world by showing how pips fall off a turning pumpkin 
(Fynn 1950: 901 Ritter 1955: JOO), also momentarily demonstrate the efficacy 
of Shaka'a •native logic• within the confines of hia own paradigms, but they 
inevitably carry the layback dimension of exposing limitations to those 
paradigms, ao promoting the whites' wider ones, The incident of Shaka' a 
encounters with a meteor or eclipse (another perennial of colonial 
fictions"), haa similarly bean used to assert the expertise of the white man. 

The incident is presumably derived from a brief note in Fynn'e Diary: 
•on Shaka' s preparing to attack the Ndwandwea, a meteor appeared which 
detained him aome time from proceeding until perceiving it throwing its 
meteoric spark• in that direction announced a favourable issue, it being a 
aign that the enemy would be entirely defeated, which was verified (by the 
outcome of the battle]• (1950: 317). Though Fynn is largely free of 
Eurocentric sneering here, there ia no doubt that he disbelieves this 
explanation himself, and regards it as an ethnological curiosity symptomatic 
of •the uninformed and unenlightened state of (the Zulus' J minds, the result 
of ages of the groeeeat ignorance" which make the Zulus, •feeling conscious 
of existing superior powers(, J endeavour to supply that deficiency by 
invention from their own limited ideas• (267). 

It ie worth touching on one retelling of this story which is not a 
layback, in order to sharpen my definition. In Elizabeth Paris Watt' a account 
in Fabana, Shaka ia depicted aa •petrified, the victim of hia own 
auperetitioua fears• and •desperate that (the comet) might be subject to the 
influence of the white men" The hero Francia Farewell, of course, is 
•astronomer enough to know• when the comet will disappear, and turns thie to 
advantage. The inevitable •verification of [Farewell' a) prophecy earned Frank 
a veneration which secretly amused him• - and which, by virtue of this 
privileged insight into Farewell's mind, lees secretly amuses Watt and her 
narratee, at Shaka'a expense (1962: 94). The derogation of Shaka'e fear and 
•superstition• and promotion of "science" is totally undisguised here: hence 
it does not qualify aa layback. Where Fynn, or rather Jamee Stuart, relegated 
the incident to the "ethnographic" back pages, Watt transforms it into a 
turning-point of the plot, a hinge of •historical" efficacy: such is the 
empowerment of logographic discourse. 

A different, and subtler story of Shaka' e reaction to a similar 
celestial phenomenon, an eclipse, ie related by EA Ritter. There are no 
white characters involved here, and it is Shaka'e stature which apparently is 
elevated, in accordance with Ritter's general lionising project. But there 
is a layback gesture involved nevertheless. Ritter portrays the Zulus as 
terrified, Shaka ae calm but disturbed, "mutter( ing J"; he ie handed some 
medicine by one Kqalane, to spit at the sun, "commanding it to return". Thie 
Shaka does, the sun duly returns; Shaka'e •commanding figure seemed to be 
magnified to majestic proportions in that weird and unreal light"; and "like 
Joshua of old, Shaka continued to exploit the dramatic possibilities of the 
situation•, until, the eclipse over, "there was one continuous roar of 
victory, which continued in triumphant waves of adulation for the all-powerful 
Warrior-King who had saved the nation"." 

This may or may not be tolerably close to how the Zulus might have seen 
it, but it ia certainly not how Ritter sees it, or expects hie readership to 
see it. It is, in Ritter's own, only partially-concealed, view, no more than 
a "dramatic• situation of which Shaka can shrewdly take advantage; he only 
•seems• to be magnified; and the medicine is shown to be really beside the 
point, the •aaving of the nation" in some sense spurious. In the 
commandeering of a •auperetition" to a political stratagem, Shaka is seen to 

31 See, for ex~le, Rider Hagg1rd's ICfng Solomon's Mines; Bertram Mftford•s John Ames; Charles 
Cllson•s In the Power of the Pygmies; even Pat,lck llhlte's Voss (1957). 

n EA Rlttu 1955: Sh1k1 Zulu (1976 l!G1,St Albans: Ponther), 2,1-2. See also Stephen Cray and Cecil 
SkotnH 197,: The A11111lnatlon of Shoka (Joh1nnesbur9: "ccraw•Hlll), 2.3: "you don't believe that/I am a 
tl()d/thla apurt out of ., 1..-.gs/had • tl()d's power/I wll l ;et It over with/when the royol sun/was eclipsed/I 
stood before ft and/spat the blaclc.nesa out/and the 1111/w1s reborn". 
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exploit the Zulu people'• "credulity• 1 but the credulity i■ al■o being 
exploited by Ritter. While there i■ an implicit admiration tor Shaka' ■ ■elt
control and ■hrewdnea■, the final flow of ■ympathy i■ in tact again■t Shaka, 
■ince Ritter (and, he aa■umea, hie narratee) still knows better; were it not 
for the l.mplicit gap between apeciee of knowledge, of which the European i■ 
clearly ■een as the ■uperior, this story would not have been told at all. 
Hence, Rittor manipulate■ narrative • ■uapen■ion of di■beliet• up to a point 
at which, in thi■ and numerou■ other case■ in Shaka Zulu, he interrupt■ with 
an explicatory comment designed to rea■■ert the prl.macy of European paradigm■ 

of logic or historical perspicacity: "It i■ appropriate at thia point to note 
that Shaka was far too wary to engage in the very uncertain buaine■■ of rain
making, which all other chiefs, and kinga, dabbled in" (243). Ritter•• 
contempt is evident in the word "dabbled•, and here Shaka ia c0111mandeered to 
aupport him; Shaka'a stature in the novel, in the and, depend■ upon hie being 
crafted to conform with Ritter' a own value■. Like Viola Ridgway, Ritter 
cannot resist making these value■ plain, 

Ona outstanding fact, however, emerges and stand■ forth li.ke a ■hining 
beacon above the haze of time and controversy, and that i■ that the 
White men had some dominant quality even when in rage which compelled 
the black men to regard them aa their superior. Shaka not only 
recognised this but had it proclaimed to all hi■ nation. It had 
nothing to do with aky-rocketa or horse■ or firearm■, for these had 
bean mat with in the hand■ of Portuguaaa half-ca■te■, and of the White 
men's Hottentot• who ware regarded with contempt. 

Nol the root of the European's superiority lay in hie po■■a■aion 
of ubu-kos1 - the quality and air of chiaftainahip - for which only the 
Zulu language has a single word which fully defines that otherwi■e 
indefinable aristocratic a■cendancy which radiate• authority without 
any apparent effort. (238) 

Thu a at least part of Shaka' • atature in Ritter'• eyea depend■ on hie 
•perception• in the whitea of precisely the quality which Ritter ha■ projected 
onto Shaka in the firat place, thua, at beat, Shaka la admired for hi■ "white• 
traits, and at worat, positively ovarahadowad. Moreover, it i■ a Zulu word 
which ia invoked as moat adequately deacriptiva of thia quality, a quality 
"inatantly and instinctively recognized by every Zulu"; a Zulu perspective i■ 
domesticated in order to ju■tify the white assumption of superiority; the 
Zulus, in affect, are obliged (textually) to connive at their own 
subordination. In this textual acqui■ition of a "Zulu point ot view•, layback 
overlap■ with what I call deadl1ghe1ng, which I will treat ■hortly. 

One final example will serve. A crucial question which lurk■ behind a 
great deal of the writing on Shaka la the question ot what light to judge hi■ 
action■ in. From the beginning the white■ have with varying degree■ of 
fervour condemned Shaka'a alleged atrocitie■, even inventing more da■tardly 
deeds with which to •a■aaaainate• him. Iaaaca almost certainly projected a 
great deal of hie own violence onto Shaka. Aa we have ■een, ■ome, like 
William Holden, try al.mply to aaaimilate the atrocitiea into God' ■ plan for 
the world. Some attempt in various way■ to explain Shaka'a violence in term■ 

ot practical politic■: Lewi■ Grout, for inatance: •cruel and bloody a■ thl• 
mighty African conqueror la reputed to have been, or a■ he really became in 
the progreaa of his triumph■, hi■ policy, e■pecially at fir■t, wa■ not ■o much 
the utter destruction of the neighbouring tribes, a■ to eubdue, and 
incorporate them with hie own•.ll However, Grout adds delicately, in Shaka' ■ 
final year■ "hie own mind seem■ not to have been at rest• (74)1 there are 
hint■ here of the fast-developing idea, which would be carried by Bryant and 
Ritter in particular into the later hiatoriea, that after the death ot hi■ 
mother Nandi he went positively insane. once again, Western logic seem■ 
determined either to dragoon Shaka into the realm of the perfectly logical, 
or utterly to banish him beyond it. 

But a more ■ubtle tack ha■ been to compare Shaka' ■ policie■ to tho■e 

ll L•wls Grout 1862: Zulu·larc:I. or life ,-ong tht Zulu·C1ffrt1 of Natal tnd Zulu·lrd, South Afrlc, 
(London: TrW>er). n. 
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pertaining to the England of the time. This has been hinted at in numerous 
instances since Isaacs and Fynn related how horrified Shaka was at hearing of 
the practice of imprisonment. There appears to be a kind of irrefutable logic 
to the Zulu's argument in favour of the death sentence, and the white men are, 
again, momentarily bested in the exchange. But there is no question that Fynn. 
believed, on moral grounds, that imprisonment was preferable to the atrocities 
which he and Isaacs repeatedly condemn in Shaka. Here again we see the 
gesture of layback. 

Louis du Buisson's The White Xan Cometh is a more recent representative. 
The opening paragraph of du Buisson's Foreword is: 

It was 
world, 
labour 
mills. 

a savage age. In England, the most 'civilised' nation in the 
boys were sent to sea at the age of six, children were made to 
for sixteen hours a day, seven days a week, in mines and cotton 

In London, Mondays were still public hanging days. 

Ou Buisson then quotes AK Millar on the "heartless" customs of the English, 
with "no fewer than two hundred offences for which death by hanging was the 
prescribed punishment•, and notes that in North America "Europeans were 
systematically exterminating the natives and the animals and taking over their 
land", and doing the same in Africa with the pernicious addition of taking 
slaves (1). This appears a useful reminder that, after all, Shaka's 
atrocities were not unusual. But du Buisson fails to press the point, 
continuing 

1815. Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice topped the bestseller list, 
Beethoven's Fidelio was first performed in Vienna, the waltz was all 
the rage in the ballrooms of Europe, Napoleon Bonaparte faced his 
Waterloo and President John Madison unveiled America's latest weapon, 
the USS Fulton, the world• s first steam-powered warship. And in a 
grass-hutted village on the south-east coast of Africa a young Zulu 
invented the stabbing-spear. In the context of time and place he might 
as well have invented gunpowder. By the end of that year, with the 
great European star of Napoleon in its final eclipse, a new star was 
rising in Africa. Shaka. (2) 

Ou Buisson•s purpose becomes immediately obscure. Is he merely setting the 
scene? But the juxtaposition of hanging-days and Austen is disconcertingly 
abrupt, even irrelevant, inviting awkward comparisons. The "invention" of the 
stabbing spear is manifestly overstated, the tone of the passage melodramatic. 
This is a list of items designed for the Eurocentric reader, and whatever du 
Buisson'& stated purpose, •grass-hutted" sounds either condescendingly 
•natural", or slightly pathetic, against "ballrooms", "stabbing spear" frail 
against "warship" and "gunpowder". It seems that something of Europe is meant 
to rub off on this Shaka, particularly something of Napoleon (I will have more 
to say on this gesture under deadlighting). It is by no means clear whether 
we are to read this warship as iconic of laudable industry, or (rather 
indirectly) of the threat of the white man, or (perhaps unconsciously) of a 
belittlement of the Zulu. And it is by no means clear whether du Buisson 
intends a defence of Zulu, alongside his condemnation of nineteenth-century 
English punishments, or to include Shaka in this "savage age" and condemn 
both. In either case, the lens through which we are initially introduced to 
Shaka here is undeniably European; so, presumably, is the concept of justice 
which we are invited to bring to bear. Ou Buisson goes on: 

Fynn and Isaacs professed themselves horrified that condemned 
criminals were dragged out of the (Zulu) capital and clubbed to death. 
But then king Shaka was equally horrified that Europeans should deprive 
people of their freedom for ever, something he considered more inhuman 
than the death penalty . 

... It is ... true that the Zulu monarch's power was absolute and 
that life was cheap. Yet in the Cape, during king Shaka's lifetime, 
executions were still public affairs and accompanied by hair-raising 
brutality .... 

Isaacs was aware of this. 
'In such a rude state of society,• he wrote, 'the death penalty 
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tor crimes of a capital nature doea not differ from more clviliaed 
nations, but the execution la exceedingly revolting and only to be 
tound amongst barbarous hordea.• 

Yet, curiously, when 'king' Henry Fynn ot Natal and hie chief 
legislator Nathaniel Isaacs eat up their own government and began 
meting out death sentencea, their victims were executed in the 
traditional Zulu manner - by clubbing! 

Isaacs crowned his own duplicity with the following comment: 
"These execution• contributed not a little to enlighten them and 
prepare them for receiving those more important bleaainga which 
civilisation brings.• (8-91 cf.121) 

Several ambivalences are tangible here. Firstly, du Buiaaon seems concerned 
to damage the credibility of Fynn and Isaacs: hie insinuation ia that they 
were not actually horrified by Shaka • s misdeeds - but Shaka was •equally 
horrified" by theirs. Shaka ia at least honest, it aeema - or equally 
dishonest - even if, for him, "lite waa cheap•. Not only does du Buiaaon 
appear to accept the picture of Shaka aa violent despot, he also implicitly 
agrees with Iaaaca'a judgement of •exceedingly revolting", while 
simultaneously attacking Isaacs for hie "duplicity•. The final aentence here 
seems less an example of duplicity than of sheer, if defensive, Eurocentric 
arrogance; and one wonders why the contradiction between Iaaace•a revulaion 
at Zulu executions and the meting out of hi• own should be merely •curioua•. 
"Cur ioualy" signal a du Buisson• s hesitancy, evident throughout hie book, 
adequately to press his concluaiona1 in thia passage he fails to addreaa the 
question of why, if Fynn and Isaacs really were not horrified, they 
"professed" to be; or why, if everybody were living in a •savage age•, they 
thought their moral outrage ahould have had any effect. Behind these inner 
tensions, the layback gesture ia visible: du Buisson contextualiaea Shaka'a 
world both against and within a European value-system which ia equally 
distant; the nineteenth-century English being ae •other• to du Buiseon ae the 
Zulu, he effectively inscribes his own, late twentieth-century morality over 
the heads of both. 

Deadlighting . 

A third narrative gesture, closely related to layback, I term deadl1ghc1ng, 
which I take from the nautical term for a storm-shutter which ia dropped over 
a cabin window or cannon-port. By it I denote a gesture by which the writer 
claims to "shed light" on the Other, but inadvertently hidea more than he 
reveals. There is often a certain defensiveness about this manoeuvre, a 
desire to conceal the writer's own predilection•, or a lack or real knowledge, 
or a quiver of •colonial guilt•, which the image of the deadlight also 
catches. 

An extremely convnon geature of deadlighting involves the comparison of 
the Other with something or someone European. Thie ie a natural enough 
reaction for anyone trying to make senae ot the culturally different; the 
Other is appropriated to, or domesticated by aeaimilation into a familiar 
metaphor or figure. Essentially, this is a defence against the threat of the 
absolutely Other, an attempt to explain (and explanation ia the paychological 
cornerstone of a great deal of colonial dlscourae) what might otherwiae be 
unaasimilable, thus uncontrollable. The effect of thia aaaimilation ia to 
create a new, metaphorical "reality• - here, a new, textual "Shaka".w 

A particular instance will demonstrate how thia works. The compariaon 
of Shaka to other "tyrants• - Attila, Napoleon, Alexander and ao on - haa 
become almost a reflex, ao ingrained a geature that it earns a term of its 
own: vindice. Thie I have taken from the character in Cyril Tourneur'e play 
The Revenger's Tragedy, in which Vindice induces the Duke to aelf-deatruct by 

k See Ceorge Lakoff and Mark Johnson 1950: Metaphors lle live 9Y (Unlverahy of Chicago PrHa): 
"tttaphors allow us to lldersund one dcxnoln of experience In urn of anolher .•• (TheyJ cen ... define 
reality ... through a coherent network of en1eil...n11 1h11 highlight scme feuures of reel lty Ind hide 
others .•. Such •1ru1h1' NY be true, of couru, only relulve 10 the rHllty defined by the •taphor• <117, 
156·8) 
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kiaaing a poiaonad akull diaguiaed aa hia lover. Thia ia, in effect, what 
happena to Shaka; he ia poiaoned (or at leaat violently miarepreeented) by 
being juxtapoaed with another autocrat or general with whom he is auppoaed to 
have affinitiea. This ia frequently linked to a defenaive admiasion that 
Europe haa alao had ita tyrants and ita injustices (e.g. Bryant 1929: 649); 
the term vindice thua appropriately carries the twinned connotations of 
vindictiveneaa and of vindication (either of Shaka, or of the writer' a 
condemnation of him, or of the condemnation of his own society: the 
ambivalence• here, aa we have seen with du Buiaaon, are multiple). 

once again, an example from Bryant will clarify these points. He 
writea1 "One judge• the worth of an object by its contrast with the rest of 
its clasa. And one can gauge the true worth of Dingiawayo'e character only 
by comparing him with other men of his position whose greatness is universally 
acknowledged" (1929: 168). The first sentence here demands judgement by 
intra-cultural concrasc (the epitome ia the characterisation of Shaka as the 
"active doer", utterly distinct from the rest of the Nguni). The second, 
which Bryant in fact proceeds to follow, propoaee assessment by cross-cultural 
similaricy. Bryant then gleans examples of "the outstanding political 
geniuaee of the ancient Mediterranean and Oriental world" to demonstrate "how 
identical were the mental characteristics which drove these men to such 
glorious deeds". Significantly, Bryant chooeee model a from "5000 or more 
years ago•, aeauming that this is bound to be equivalent to the present 
African "stage" of development. He also selects foreign (i.e. non-British) 
examplea, even aa he argues that these were "the founders of our own 
civilization": a necessary defence to accommodate his own clear preference for 
enlightened European advancement. Thus he goes on to argue that Dingiswayo'e 
talents "ware buried in a field whereon the light of knowledge had never 
shone, and whereto the fertilizing waters of foreign intercourse never 
penetrated", but these abilities were fortuitously liberated by his momentary 
contact with a white man or men (a legend if ever there was one). After 
several pagee, in which Bryant provides more information on other leaders than 
he is able to provide on Dingiawayo himself (and I suspect one of the primary 
impulaee behind the vindice gesture is to compensate for the extreme paucity 
of concrete evidence), he concludes that "If Shaka was the Timur and the 
Attila of his race, Dingiswayo was its Menes and its Alfred the Great• (171). 

At least part of this contrast derives from, and is designed to 
reinforce, the notion of Shaka"e revolutionary violence and unnatural cruelty. 
Two further pointa need to be atreased. The first is the non-Britishness of 
the vindice comparison: in Bryant, it is Attila, Napoleon, Caesar, the 
Spartans, Timur. While the gesture is occasionally in praiee (particularly 
with Napoleon), the figure is at beet ambivalently heroic himself. The second 
point ia to note the way in which the vindice gesture ia constantly updated. 
Russell Martin detected a shift from the Attila comparison to Napoleon as 
Shaka becomes gradually less monstrous (though the Attila comparison pereiste 
sporadically right up to the 1986 SATV aeries); Alexander the Great also 
becomes more common in the twentieth century, where Nero was more popular in 
the nineteenth. After the second World War, Hitler and the Nazis are invoked; 
after the 1960s, Stalin. Leonard Thompson eummons "Robespierre, Stalin, Mao 
Zedong" to illuminate the process whereby the rule of "revolutionary leaders" 
"degenerated into a reign of terror• (this last phrase, like "cohorte" ,, 
"legions•, "Golden Hordes", even "regiments", ia itself a kind of vindice)." 

The effect of this ia surreptitiously to associate Shaka with better 
documented examples of genocide, the evidence for which in the Zulu case ia 
extremely shaky, to reproduce the undocumented prejudice evident in the 

"For eun"le: Hugh Tracey 19411: Zulu Peredo• (Johannesburg: Silver LHf), 21; S G Millin 1950: !.l!! 
ICfng of the Bastards Clordon: Hef,,.,..,,,,), •; Rex Niven 1964: Nine Great Afrfcen, (London: Bell), 111; E V 
Walter 1969: Terror tnd Reaiatance (Nev York: Oxford University Press), 127, and reprintt'd in Frank Chalk 
and Kurt Jonassohn, eds, 1990: The Mfgtory and Sociology of Ge-nocfde: Analyses and case studies (New Haven: 
Tale University Press), 22S. For Stalin, see Marc de Vfllters 19117: llhtte Tribe 0re,.,,,lng (New Tork: Viking) 
109; and L Thcq,son, A History of South Africa, 115. JM Coeuee 1990: Age of Iron (New Tork: Random House), 
has hfs "1he heroine ■ay to a black man: "The Genaans had comradeship, and the Japanese, end the Sportans. 
Shaka•a l""ls, too, I • sure. Cowadeshlp Is nothing but a mystl- of death, of killing and dying ••• " 
(150). 
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aarlieat compariaona with Naro and Tamurlaina, to obacure the individuality 
of Shaka'a reign, and by proxy and proximity, rather than by evidence, to 
exaggerate the extent of Shaka' a conqua■t■ and depredation■. After all, Shaka 
could not poaaibly have conquered a■ much aa Napoleon did, or murdered a■ many 
people aa Hitler or Stalin. Writara are aomatimaa aware of the potential 
abaurdity1 and ao provide a counter-balancing argument that Shaka had as 
dramatic effect in hio smaller, more primitive, la■a technological world as 
theae other dictators had in theirs. 

Thie is to introduce a slightly different apeciea of croaa-cultural 
comparison, the difficultiea of which Bryant lays almost inadvertently bare: 

In writing or reading of the rulera of simple, primitive tribes, we are 
wont to use the grandiloquent terms and to imagine the magnificent 
state appropriate to our modern European royalties. We assume that our 
reader possesses the ability to visualize things in their proper 
perspective and to realize that, though the events herein recorded 
occurred but one short century back, the conditions under which they 
occurred were those of many thousands of years ago. ¥et it is not ea■y 
for everyone to place himself mentally two or three thousand years back 
in the days when our own 'kings• wore raiment and ate food and dwelt in 
habitations we would now not otter to a beggar, and ruled over 
•peoples' too few to run a modern factory. We call wretched and 
unsavoury graaa hovel a • palaces, ' and speak of • great battles' and 
•conquests' fought and won where the combatants were a couple of score 
a aide .... The general idea of presenting hiatory in this fashion, is, 
of course, to create a proper atmoaphera around the reader, to produce 
in hie mind a relatively accurate impression by transporting him into 
the 'other people's' place and so enabling him to regard things a■ they 
appeared to, or ware felt by them. (1929: 319) 

Bryant ahowa himself keenly aware of the problem of the croaa-cultural 
translation of terms, concepts and categories, and subsequent historians might 
have done well to take fuller heed of hie initial warning. But Bryant himself 
continues the practice in the service of creating a "proper atmosphere", that 
is, making the imaginative leap into the mind-apace of the Other, producing 
a "relatively accurate impression". The word "relatively" has an interesting 
double entendre: Bryant surely means it in the aenae of "more or la■a", 
allowing that the impression is bound to be no more than an approximation; but 
it also invokes the "relativity" of the writer/reader's culture to that of the 
subject. Bryant seems to intend that when hie narrates reads 'king' in Olden 
Times he ia to imagine a man who, however undistinguished his accoutrements 
or "relatively" mean his principality, commands a reverence from his aubjacta 
analogous to that accorded a European 'king'. But it ia arguable that thi■ 
importation of a European terminology functions as much to ob■cura the Zulu 
reality as to illuminate it. Instead of gaining inaight into the individual 
particularity of the Zulu experience, the narrates in tact constructs a mental 
image relative to the European experience; instead of difference being 
inscribed, and the narrates carried over the cultural boundary into that 
difference, in this conceptual overlay (of 'kingship', aay) the two cultures 
are effectively conflated. The use of Eurocentric terminology, in other 
words, embodies an implicit agreement between writer and narratee that the 
European concepts will finally dominate. The diatortive effects of this are 
dramatically evident in the SATV series, in which costumes and 'palaces• are 
absurdly exaggerated, precisely to cater, not for the Zulu reality, but for 
the potential viewers' Eurocentric preconceptions. 

Probably the commonest deadlighting gesture of this kind is the 
ostensible assumption of the "Zulu point of view", an essentially fictional, 
cross-cultural foray of the white writer's imagination into the mind■at of the 
world of hie subject, an aaaay at giving the Other hi■ own voice. I am far 
from arguing that such imaginative leaps and tran■criptions ahould never be 
attempted; it is probable ( following schopenhauer) that no communication 
whatever can take place without some such empathetic effort, a temporary 
shedding of salf-conaciousnesa. However, theae leap■ - the diametric oppoaite 
of the logical imposition of more "scientific" discourse■ noted earlier - are 
themselves clearly fraught with the dangers of false tranapoaitions or 
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di■tortive tran■lation■, and in a number of cases they undoubtedly obscure 
more than they enlighten. 

The mo■t inwediately accessible example of this is the "quotation", more 
often invention, of the •voices• of Zulu people themselves. This occurs from 
the eyewitness accounts onwards. Francia Fynn generally refrains from making 
direct quotations - with good reason, since he was writing in retroepect. His 
accounts of discussions with Shaka are almost wholly in reported speech; he 
simply summarises verbal exchanges, and there is no pretence to be giving the 
precise words. On three ■ignificant occasions he departs from this practice. 
on the first occasion, he records one of his earliest conversations with Shaka 
in the form of a drama, with a touch of annotation stylistically more 
appropriate to the novel, 

"I hear you have come from umceorge, is it eo? Is he as great a 
king as I am?" 

Fynn: "Yea; King George ie one of the greatest kings in the 
world.• 

Shaka: "I am very angry with you,• said while putting on a severe 
countenance. "I shall send a meeaenger to umGeorge and request him to 
kill you. He sent you to me not to give medicine to my doge." All 
present immediately applauded what Shaka had said. "Why did you give 
my dogs medicine?" (in allusion to the woman I wae eaid to have brought 
back to life after death).(1950: 76) 

And so on. This seems etraightforward enough, but there are eeveral 
difficulties with it. Its unembellished format aignale an attempt to erase 
bias, to reduce the event to its eaeentiala, to position the narratee himself, 
aa it were, within earehot; the purely "auditory" quality of the recording is 
aided with a minimum of interpolation. But this very paring down to "pure" 
audition iteelf neceeaarily excludee a multiplicity of factors that may have 
coloured the situation. And what happened in the unsettling shift of subject 
from king George to Shaka'a anger with Fynn•a medical activities: did Shaka 
simply ignore Fynn'a reply about George, show disbelief or embarraeement, 
unaccountably switch topica, displace unexpressed anger? How did the process 
of translation progreaa, when by all accounts, "Jacob" the interpreter was 
hardly a fluent apeaker of English - nor perhaps of Zulu - and Fynn himeelf 
characterises him as untruetworthy? Furthermore, if Jamee Stuart• a annotation 
is correct (58n), this account was written up from memory in 1854, that is, 
thirty years later, and it is highly unlikely to have been recalled with the 
accuracy that its presentation is designed to suggest." 

Fynn"a second deviation from the recorded-epeech form is presented as 
the oration of Shaka"a induna Ngomane: 

"The tribe had now lamented for a year the death of her [NandiJ, who 
had now become a spirit, and who would continue to watch over Shaka's 
welfare. But there were natione of men, inhabiting distant countries, 
who, because they had not yet been conquered, supposed that they never 
should be .... • (139) 

The implication of the textual presentation of this as direct speech is that 
Fynn is reiterating, presumably as closely as his translation will allow, 
Ngomane • a actual words. But the die placement of the tenses from, for 
inatance, "have• to "had", in fact inscribes Fynn•a own distance from the 
original delivery of the speech; while we have no evidence to maintain it does 
not capture the gist of the original, it is certainly not the speech itself. 
That this hybrid of direct and indirect speech was conventional at the time -
Isaacs also uses it (eg.138) - only reinforces the point: what we are reading 
is a twice, perhaps three-times veiled shadow of an original, for the 
veracity, even the occurrence of which we have no external evidence. 

,. For the high de,iree of Inaccuracy contained in even eyewitness accounts, see R Buckhout 1974: 
"Eyitwltnesa Te1ti1110nyt•, sch-ntfffe American, 231, 32·31; and A J UOClC>nan: Rhetoric in Classical 
"latorlogrephy. 12·2J. 
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Hiatoriographically, this ia no trivial point, tor Ngomane•• reported 
speech concern■ the 1828 Zulu attack on the Kpondoa and it■ aftermath along 
the eastern frontier of the Cape Colony - an attack in which Fynn himself wa■ 
involved, may even have engineered, and which he has in this text therefore 
every reason to conceal, It ia quite possible, it unprovable, that Ngomane•a 
speech is a fictionaliaed attempt to authenticate with a •genuine Zulu voice• 
a story which may well be an alibi. The same reservation■ affect a reading 
of another "quotation" of Fynn• ■, a song, ■aid to have been composed by Shaka 
and sung on the impia' return from the Kpondo raid, and Fynn'a exegeai■ of it 
(149-151). It is perhaps significant in thia context that virtually the only 
instance in which Fynn "quote■• Shaka's actual word■ - my third in■tance - i■ 
alao during an argument about the Kpondo campaign. Fynn buttresaea hi■ 
personal defence by arguing that he attempted to dissuade Shaka from an attack 
too close to the Colony; his account ■lips abruptly from a consideration of 
practical politics to a diaplay of Shaka' ■ innate violence: according to 
Shaka, "Slack people who had committed an offence should not be talked to but 
killed": 

"How is it,• he observed, "they attempt to play on your ■uperiority of 
force and arms? rou know they ■teal your cattle and kill your 
countrymen. Sy destroying a tribe entirely, killing the ■urviving 
chiefs, the people would be glad to join you on your own term■ ..• • 
(146) 

Apart from this sounding rather like a justification for what the whites did 
on the eastern frontier - and perhaps for what Fynn was trying to do him■elt -
this bears all the hallmark■ of a fictional invention. 

The attribution to Shaka of such speeches, ot course, tend■ to be 
substantial in the novels and to be leached from the hi■torie■. AT Bryant 
hovers over the ill-defined ground between the two; thus, into hie chapter 
"Shaka"a Home-life at Dukuxa: Its Dreams and Realities", which wavers between 
the aenaationalist and the ethnological, he inserts this anecdote: 

On one very rare occasion Shaka became - in a way - suddenly humane, he 
abrogated the law prohibiting courting - for one night only. Toward■ 
evening, being in a playful mood, he popped hi■ head above the 
lsiGodhlo fence and bellowed out the general order, "Proclaim to the 
lzimPohlo boys that they dress and be oft to soma (have intercour■e 
with girls)"; then a■ suddenly vanished. Thi• waa indeed an equivocal 
pronunciamento. But none awaited further explanation; dre■aed or 
undressed, they were ott in a jiffy. After a while Shaka affected 
great surprise. "Dear mel" quoth he, "thing• seem very atill in the 
barracks tonight. Where are they gone?" "In■ooth, ■ire,• replied an 
attendant, "there is not a soul in the kraal." •so, then, they heard 
that word of mine, and went? I have given them an evening out; but do 
they really then ao like the girls?" - which, indeed, waa what he 
weanted to discover. "Kost obviously, baba1 not one of them not gone.• 
"Well, call out the emBelebele brigade, and let them go and conti■cate 
all izimPohlo cattle.• Thu■ was it that the lzillllPohlo boy• got the 
girl■ tor once, but lo■t their cattle for ever. They can't have their 
bread jammed on both side■, thought Shaka. (1929: 641) 

Whether or not this is extrapolated from a genuine tradition, it i■ very 
clearly cast aa a fiction, ia a logographia1 the tone ot deri■ion di■mi■■e■ 
any idea that it might be intended a■ a genuine attempt to elucidate the Zulu 
mind or mores. The concentration is on Shaka's caprice; Bryant playfully 
colludes with hi■ character (and with hie narratee) in making the boy■ the 
butt of an obliquely lubricioua je■t: "Of course, it wa■ very wicked of Shaka 
to encourage vice in this whole■ale fa■hion - if, indeed, vice there be in 
Nature's dictates• (641). A strange statement for a prie■t to make, thi■ 
verbal indulgence towards Africans· apparently liberated ■exuality i■ 
characteristic of white writer■• mingled envy and defen■ivenee■ toward■ a 
perceived threat to their own moralities. More important in the context of 
deadlighting is the way in which an absurd levity and contrived archaiem 
(quoth he, inaooth, and so on) aerve not to clarify the reality of Shaka, but 
to distance it. In the sentence in which Bryant pretend■ to "quote• Shaka' ■ 
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actual thoughts (a technique possible only in a fictional, not an 
historiographical context), the "light" ie effectively extinguiohed by the 
trivialising anachronism. 

Archaisms of language are frequent in the literature, particularly in 
direct speech. Probably Rider Haggard was the primary exponent of this 
"imaginative, pregnant, compressedly aphoristic way (of speaking) which later 
writers have taught us to think typical" of •natives•, largely a legacy of 
Macpherson•• Ossian, Heravard the Waka, and the colonial literature of the 
Amerindian•." Thie combined with the kind of heirarchization touched on 
earlier. Colonial writers• cross-cultural imaginative foray tended to be 
predicated on interwoven heirarchiea of technological, religious and aocietal 
or political development, at the pinnacle of which the European, and his 
current modes of expreaaion, was perceived to atand. Aa with Bryant• a 
injunction to step back "5000 years•, the perception of a temporal or 
evolutionary progreaaion is tranaposed to the immediate spatial, social and 
racial differentiationa of actual contact, and the difference expreaaed in a 
•speech of temporality•; that ia, "primitivea• were accorded the modes of 
expression thought appropriate to a much earlier stage of European 
development. 

Archaic language is, ostensibly, intended to display with greater 
veracity the "feel" of primitive aociety1 in fact it banishes understanding 
in favour of logographic sensationaliam. The Zulu world is portrayed au being 
as different as possible from that of the European writer. Ae Georg Lukacs 
writes of the historical novel: "it is a present-day story-teller who speaks 
to present-day readers ot (the past) ... It follows therefore that archaism 
must be ruled out of the general linguistic tone of the historical novel as 
a superfluous artificiality. The point is to bring a past period near to a 
present-day reader•.• Lukaca ia being prescriptive in terms of hie Karxiat 
framework, but his perception is accurate that the true ideological purpose 
of ouch popular novela and atoriea is often not to bring this particular paat 
closer, but defenaively to defuae it with varying admixturea of derision, 
improbability and voyeuriam, to make it into a harmleaaly bloodthiraty object 
ot entertainment. Thie diatancing, this apatialiaation, is no different in 
its roots from that which impelled the pragmatics of apartheid. 

Nada the Lily waa among the earliest of many storiea ostenaibly 
delivered by a Zulu narrator, among them W C Scully• s poem "Aceldama • 
(1892),» PA Stuart"s An African Attila (1927), Geoffrey Bond's Chaka the 
Terrible (1960), and Cecil Cowley's Kva-Zulu: Queen Hkabi's Story (1966). 
Even third-person narratives like Eather Roberts' claim to give •a picture of 

Jl H N Fairchild 1961: The Noble Savage: A Study in Romantic Naturalisrn (Now Yof'lc: Russell), 92. tn 
Rider Haggard 189S: ~ad• th• Lily (London: Longman Groon), the narrator Hopo confronts Shake: 

Only I stood still, covered, as I was with 11lro and filth, for I did not foar to stond In the 
pro .. nce of th• king, Chaka drov near, and looked at the piled·14> hoaps of the slain and th• cloud 
of 6Jst that yet hung over th ... 

"There they l le, Mopo," he said. •There l fe those who dared to prophesy falsely to the 
kfngl That wea a good word of thine, Hopo, which taught me to set the snare for them; yet 
eethought 1 saw thee start whffl Nobela, queen of the witch•doctresses, switched death on thee . .. 11 

(1892: 63) 

Haggard weaves an envelope of occult spirituality, heroism, weapons with legendary names, and neo-
1 yconthropy whl eh Is OK>re Nordic than Zulu In Its eythic atmosphere, with en anti ·mercant ii Ism expressed 
H atavistic lledleval chivalry. Within this, both direct speoch (hero laden with thoe, thin•, methought, 
and the cofnage of •swftched death on thee·•, intended to mi■fc the closeness of a translation direct from 
a vernacular) and the narr-atfon are delivered fn orourd archalsns, a si~liffed vocabulary and sentence 
structures whfc.h characteristically eschew relatives 1nd subordination in favour of the conjunctives of 
narrative flow, 1.nCOCl'J>l icated cause-and-effect, and stark contrast (and, but, then, so, are the conmonest). 
Intellectual 1 .. , s\btlety, quol lffcatlon Is thoroby excised. 

" George Lukacs 1962: Th• Historical Novol (London: Herl In), 232. 

,. Curiously, th• only full works which preand to be del lvered In Shaka•s voice are poems: Scully's 
1ucce11or1 are f T Prince 1938: •Ch•k•• In ~ (London: Faber) and Stephen Cray, The Assassination of 
Elm• 
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Zulu lite before the coming of the White man"1 P J Schoeman coneidere it "of 
vital importance that we ae white• ahould have a deeper knowledge of 'the man 
behind the black skin' and a thorough knowledge of his paat, betore he wae 
intluenced and perhaps contaminated by western civilisation•,G This tendency 
ie by no meana confined to self-confeesed fiction, several "historiee• aleo 
claim to be offering the Zulu point-of-view, including Bryant, Ritter and 
Ballard. 

Probably the majority of Shakan works, trom novels to theses, invoke the 
"genuine" Zulu voice in another way, the appeal to "oral tradition". Again, 
it began with Fynn and Isaace1 sub■equently William Holden claimed the 
authority of oral accounts to counter some ot their a■eertione, "I have bean 
brought into contact with eome ot the olde■t and moat intelligent native■ 
themselves, enabling me to look at what transpired from their own atand-point, 
and record events in the light in which they beheld them" (1866: 7). rat 
Holden's account alters little ot substance, and, as we have seen, even the 
appeal to the testimony of Shaka'e nephew, "Abantwana", is literally buried 
in Eurocentric comparisons and judgement, Shaka appropriated to the Chrietian 
mythography, the Zulus said to be of "Ishmaelitish descent• (2), and ■o on. 
Nowhere is Abantwana quoted, even explicitly paraphrased. The eeaential 
defensive deadlighting of thie stance is finally made clear, 

We know "how great a matter a little fire kindleth" eometimee among 
civilized nations; but among barbarians a single spark has been 
deposited in the heart, which lies smouldering for years, and then in 
■ome unexpected moment, without any apparent cauae, hae buret torth 
into a mighty flame, consuming all within it ■ reach. (JJ) 

This is the Shakan "revolution" generali■ed; the fear ot its reeurgence - once 
again, capricious and mysterioua - haunts almost all the white literature, 
often explicitly. Thus John Colenso wrote, with good reason: "(If the) tide 
of paasion (remains p)ent up within the bosom of the (Zulu) race, they will 
either stagnate in sullen hatred, or burst forth again ere long in another 
terrible outbreak" (1855: xxxi). The worry presists long after 1879, ae the 
figure of John Laputa in Buchan•• Prester John (1902) attests, and long attar 
1906. DJ Darlow ended his epic poem: 

Where ie the Thing 
That ahook the hosts of men and made them cringe, 
The Thing that hurled them prostrate at his feet 
And bent their hearts to fervent loyalty? 
Perchance 'tis fleeing from the Hound of Heaven, 
Or else, maybe, it ever rest■ and brood• 
Undaunted in the Amaz:ulu hearts. (48) 

The same formless fear shadows Viola Ridgway•s pious hope, offering sentiments 
no different from those of Isaacs a century before, "Perhaps some day the Zulu 
nation will rise again and, with the help of education, that fine spirit that 
existed under Shaka will find expression in usefulness and so tread the paths 
of peace and be a blessing on the world!" (1944: 90). Even more recently, Sir 
Rex Niven, drawing closer to the ideological facets of the reeurgance-fear, 
asked: "Is it Chaka and his successors on the Zulu throne who are the real 
authors of Apartheid? Is it the unspoken fear of the great Chaka'e spirit 
that forces the south African Government to take the line that has made them 
so unpopular abroad?" (1964: 103). Mora recently etill (1986), the narrator 
of the SATV aeries asserts that the Zulu •can and will rise again". Parhape 
here lies, in the ambiguously fearful and deeply guilt-ridden eituation out 
ot which colonial writers have attempted to write themselves, the root ot the 
ambivalences perceptible in their rhetoric - the fascination and the 
revulsion, the liberalism and the derogation, the inability to transcend the 
limitations of their own language. 

conclueion 

G Eather ~oberu 1950: The Black Speer (London: llfllf- hrl), 8; P J Schw 1983: P_,,,a1h1; The 
Beloved of ICl[)9 Shoka (Cape Town: Howord Th•ins), Prefoce. 
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Two deep, contrary problems run beneath this paper. one is the possibility 
that the logical structure• of our historiography a.re a gesture of implicit 
enterrment, that they tail to capture the reality of Zulu dynamico (how many 
modern histories integrate Zulu opir itual beliefs aa historical cause?); more, 
that hiatory itself ia a form of oppreaaion, is part of the armature of what 
Edward Said calla a "saturating hegemonic system• which ia "predicated upon 
exteriority"." The second ia the possibility that the opposite alternative, 
the "nonethnocentric, nonprojective• imaginative leap into the Other's 
weltanahauung, ia itself doomed to failure, an endeavour which "will remain 
both indisputably deaireable and ultimately unattainable".q Both impulses are 
embedded and at war within our colonial narratives, producing the protean 
gestures of layback and deadlighting. It ia simply a greater awareness of 
this war I have attempted. At no point in this paper have I attempted to 
argue the historical, representational truth or untruth of any of these many 
texts' aaaertiona. Without doubt my tentative tenus will bear a great deal 
of refinement; a great deal of work remains to be done on distinguishing the 
numerous influences of mythologies and their attendant rhetorical tropes on 
the deployment of historical evidence. The two are certainly inseparable; 
mythologies suffuse evidence, the way the evidence was recorded and has been 
preserved, and even what we choose to stand as evidence; moat of all the way 
we embed that evidence in narratives of our own. 

It may be I am working here with nothing more exciting than a worn 
tautology: a writer from one culture writes about another culture; he is very 
different and we can see this difference in hie writing. But in South Africa, 
the inscription of difference has too often been turned to pernicious ends; 
we need to be intensely aware, I think, not only of what we write, but how. 

" Edward Said 1978: OriMtall .. (Harmondsworth: Penguin), 14, 20. 

q Christopher l Hiller, "Theorlea of Africans: Th• Ouestlon of literary Anthropology", In Cates 1985, 
282. 
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